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                                          CIRCUIT DIAGRAM:
WHITE NEUTRAL

BLACK PHASE

GREEN-YELLOW
BARE COPPER WIRE

Ground

MOUNTS TO STANDARD JUNCTION BOX

For additional information please contact your 
local dealer or

LEUCOS U.S.A. At:
 tel. (732) 225-0010;  fax (732) 225-0250 

Power : 1x36W 2G 11 TYPE LONG TWIN TUBE
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WARNING: - Disconnect power before istallation. 
- Fixture to be nstalled by a certified  electrician.
- Install in accordance with the national and local eletrical  codes.
-Take great care  to avoid scratching or chipping the glass  when         
  carrying out the operations below.

1. Attach plate “A” to the to the junction box by the four slots “X”.
2.  Then place braket “C” to plate “A” by the threaded 

holes “Y”.
3. Place the reflector screen “D” to plate “A”, guideing it over the bracket 

“C”an through the four threaded pins “Z” and lock it by the four corresponding  
thumb screws.

4. Insert bulb into the lampholder and push the tubes inside the plastlic 
clip “E”.

5. WARNING: please note that the flaps “L” are assembled by 
Leucos iIn their correct location. Be careful never to invert the flaps “L”.
Place at first one of the two side flaps “L”into the quad tube“F”with the quad 
body aligned with the edge and the round body outside it and lock it by the 
screw “G”. Place the glass diffuser with the two side openings “H” (Fig.1) 
corresponding at the side flaps “L” . Guide the second side flaps ”L” 
inside the glass opening and into the quad tube “F”corresponding. Make a 
soft pressure in order to guarantee a full contact flaps-glass and lock it by the 
screw “G”

6. Restore power.
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